
An In-Depth Look at Novilla Bliss Mattress

Novilla Bliss Mattress

Novilla Bliss mattress caters to a growing

segment of consumers who prioritize

both comfort and affordability, ensuring

a restful night's sleep.

WILMINGTON DE, DELAWARE, UNITED

STATES, May 24, 2024

/EINPresswire.com/ -- In today's

crowded mattress market, where

numerous options vie for consumer

attention, the Novilla Bliss Memory

Foam Mattress has carved a niche for

itself. It has been recognized with

distinctions like "Amazon's Best Buy"

and "NYTimes Best Mattress Under

$500," which demonstrate its ability to

cater to value-conscious shoppers

seeking a premium sleep experience

without a hefty price tag. These

accolades reinforce the reputation of

the Novilla Bliss as a market leader in

offering exceptional comfort at an accessible price point. 

By exceeding expectations of what an affordable mattress can deliver, the Novilla Bliss is

effectively redefining what it means to achieve deep sleep on a budget. This mattress caters to a

growing segment of consumers who prioritize both comfort and affordability, ensuring a restful

night's sleep without breaking the bank.

If a person is looking for a new mattress now, She or he'll prioritize memory foam mattresses

because of their obvious advantages. 

1. Pressure Relief: Memory foam mattresses provide a soft sleeping surface that conforms to the

body, thereby reducing pressure points and promoting comfort.

2. Body contouring: Memory foam is renowned for its ability to mold to the body's shape,

providing each individual with personalized support throughout the night.

3. Memory foam mattresses are readily available. The rise of bed-in-a-box mattresses has

increased the accessibility of memory foam mattresses, with many online retailers offering

http://www.einpresswire.com
https://www.novilla.net
https://www.novilla.net/products/novilla-bliss-memory-foam-mattress


Certifications

4-Layer Structure for Superior Comfort and Support

them.

4. Motion isolation: Memory foam is

designed to absorb movement, which

can help to reduce sleep disruption

caused by a restless partner or pet.

However, most memory foam

mattresses have an important

drawback that can not be ignored:

Sleep hot

In response to this user issue, Novilla

has implemented design features with

solutions to this problem.

1. Wave-cutting design

Wave-shaped cut designs multiple

ventilation spaces on the top of the

foam to increase the breathability of

the mattress, promote air circulation,

discharge, and heat, and keep the

mattress dry and comfortable to avoid

stuffy and humid.

2. Upgraded Cooling Nano-Gel Foam

This mattress incorporates an

upgraded gel-infused memory foam

layer, which is 30 times smaller and

more evenly distributed, specifically

designed to address the needs of hot

sleepers. This material offers two key

benefits. Firstly, it retains the pressure-

relieving properties of traditional

memory foam, conforming to the

user's body shape for optimal comfort.

Secondly, the integrated gel particles

promote a cooling sensation that

persists throughout the night. 

3. Bamboo rayon cover. 

The cover enhances the cooling

properties by promoting airflow and

maintaining a breathable surface that is gentle on the skin. Scientific research supports the

significance of this cooling technology, which suggests that a cooler sleep environment can

https://www.novilla.net/products/novilla-bliss-memory-foam-mattress


Breathable & Refreshing

A cozy home made simple

contribute to lower heart rate and

blood pressure, ultimately leading to

deeper and more restorative sleep.

Commitment to Environmental

Sustainability

The Novilla Bliss mattress is designed

for those seeking comfort and those

who are environmentally conscious.

The mattress places a strong emphasis

on safety and eco-friendliness, with

CertiPUR-US-certified foam that meets

the most rigorous emission standards.

Furthermore, the OEKO-TEX-certified

bamboo rayon cover ensures

breathability and is produced with

environmentally responsible practices.

This combination ensures a

comfortable sleep experience that

aligns with sustainability goals.

Novilla Bliss is a good option for:

Individuals experiencing back pain: 

The multi-layered construction is

designed to conform to the body's

contours, potentially offering pressure

relief and improved spinal alignment.

Consumers interested in memory foam

mattresses: 

This mattress provides a cost-effective

way to experience memory foam.

Additionally, a 100-day trial period and

after-sales support are included for a

risk-free purchase experience.

Buyers seeking guidance:

The New York Times has rated this

mattress one of the best under $500.

Its popularity and positive reviews show they can trust their choice.



Product Information

Brand: Novilla

Model: Bliss Memory Foam Mattress

Sizes: Available in multiple sizes

Thickness: 8"，10", 12"

Feel: Soft, Medium-Soft, Medium-Firm

Price: Starts at $199.99

Purchase Link:

https://www.novilla.net/products/novilla-bliss-memory-foam-mattress
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